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Abst ract - -An  occupancy problem involved in multiaccess communication systems i  studied. We 
are primarily interested in the prbability of the number of successful time slots after n consecutive 
time slots for contention with the initial number of users being k. Two different approaches are 
used to derive the required probability: one is based on the concept of multiple summations and the 
other uses the theory of Markov chain. It is shown that the latter approach is more computationally 
efficient han the former. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. PROBLEM DESCRIPT ION 
The problem under considerat ion is descr ibed as follows. Assume that  at the beginning there 
are k users a t tempt ing  to get access to the system by t ransmit t ing  a message on one of t i le n 
consecutive t ime slots announced by the system for contention. No coordinat ion among the users 
is exercised except that ,  for the current slot, each contending user is permi t ted  to t ransmi t  its 
message with probabi l i ty  q, and with 1 - q, it needs to wait unti l  the next slot. For a specific t ime 
slot, we have great  interest in the following two events: exact ly  one user occupies the slot and 
no, two, or more users t ransmit  heir  messages on the slot simultaneously. For the former event, 
the slot is said to be a successsful slot and the number of contending users for the remaining t ime 
slots is reduced by one. If the latter  event occurs, the slot is wasted since it remains empty  or 
a collision occurs and the number of contending users for the next t ime slot is invariant.  The 
problem concerns the probabi l i ty  that  exact ly  x successful slots can be observed among those n 
consecutive slots after n contentions. 
2 FORMULAT ION 
Assuming that  the init ial  number of contending users is k and the number  of t ime slots for 
content ion is n, the probabi l i ty  of x successful slots after n contentions is denoted by P(x; k, n) 
with all arguments  being nonnegative-valued intergers. Since a successful slot can occur when 
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exactly one user transmits its message on that slot, the probability of having a successful slot as 
a function of the number of contending users, j ,  for that slot can be determined by 
s(j) = (~)  q(1 -q)  j - l ,  (1) 
where s(0) = 0 is assumed. Hence, the probability of having a wasted slot can be evaluated 
1 - s(j). Two approaches used to derive the required probability are presented in order. 
APPROACH 1. Note that after a successsful slot, the number of contending is reduced by one. 
With this in mind, we are now able to derive P(x; k, n) as shown in the following steps. 
Step 1. First, let us consider the case where there is no successful slot among those n slots. Since the 
number of contending users is k for all the n consecutive slots, the probability of a slot being 
wasted is equal to [1 - s(k)]. Therefore, the probability of the event considered is given by 
P(O;k,n)=[1 - s (k ) ]  n. (2) 
Step 2. Consider the case where there is one successful slot and the other n - 1 slots are all wasted. 
The successful slot may occur in any one of the n slots with probability s(k). Also, the 
probability of the occurrence of a wasted slot before or after the successful slot is given by 
[1 - s(k)] or [1 - s(k - 1)], respectively. Let wl denote the number of the wasted slots 
occurring before the successful one. Then, the number of wasted slots after the successful 
one is n - 1 - wl. Since the larges number of wasted slots occurring before the successful 
one is n - 1, the probability of x -- 1 is calculated by 
n-1  
P(1; k, n) = E [1 - s(k)]W~s(k)[1 - s(k - 1)] n - l -~ .  (3) 
wl~O 
Step 3. We now consider the case x - 2. The probability of having two succcessful slots in any two 
specific slots is s(k)s(k - 1). For the event x = 2 to occur, the n - 2 remaining slots must be 
all wasted. As shown above, we can compute the probability of having wasted slot before or 
after the first successsful s ot by [1 - s (k ) ]  or [1 - s (k -  1)], respectively. Also, the probability 
of having a wasted slot after the second successful one is give by [1 - s(k - 2)]. Following 
Step 2, the probability of x = 2 can be expressed by 
n- -2  n -2 - -Wl  
P(2;k ,n)= E E [1-s(k)]~Is(k)[1-s(k-1)]~2s(k-1)[1-s(k-2)]n-2-w'-w2'  (4) 
~1=0 w2=O 
where we have used wi to denote the number of wasted slots occurring between the (i - l)th 
and ith successful slots. 
Step 4. By induction, it can be shown that the general form of P(x; k, n) can be expressed by 
~--x  n - -x - -Wl  n - -~- -w 1 . . . . .  w=- - I  
P(x ;k ,n )= E E "'" E s (k )s (k -1 ) . . . s (k - (x -1 ) )  
wl=0 w2=0 w~=0 
x[1 - s(k)lWl... [1 - s(k - (x -  1))] w*[1 - s(k - x)] n-x-w1 . . . . .  ~ ,  0 < x < &, 
(5) 
where ~ --- min(k, n). 
APPROACH 2. To solve (5) by using a computer program with the general method (e.g., recursive 
algorighm or nested loops) requires a great deal of computational burden, especially when n is 
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s(k) s (k -  1) s(k - 2 + 2) s(k - 2 + 1) 
I - s(k)  1 -  s(k - 1) I - s(~- - .~  + 1) 1 
Figure 1. Markov chain for solving P(x; k, n). 
large. To overcome this diffculty, another approach based on a Markov chain model [1] to derive 
the required probabil ity is described as follows. 
The Markov chain for solving P(x; k, n) is shown in Figure 1. The state variable is defined as 
the number of total successful slots and the state transitions take place at the end of each slot 
(i.e., the end of each contention). Initially, the system stays in state 0. The first slot will end up 
as a successful slot or a wasted one with probabil ity s(k) or [1 - s(k)], respectively. If a suecesssful 
slot oecures, then the state turns to "1"; otherwise, the state still stays in "0". Similarly, the 
state i will turn to i + 1 with probabil ity s(k - i) and will stay in i with probabil ity [1 - s(k - i)]. 
Hence, the state-transit ion probabilities can be determined by 
s (k - i ) ,  0< i < 5:, 
Pi,i+l = 1 --- - ' (6)  
0, i = 2 
and 
1-s (k - i ) ,  0_<i<2.  
Pi i = (7) 
' 1, i =2 .  
Expressing the state-transit ion probabilities in a matrix form, we have 
Po,o " Po,~l 
Q = " . . .  • . 
kP~,o " "  P~,~J 
(8) 
Denote the n TM step state probabilities as a row vector rr ('~) = [Tr(0 '~) 71"~n), . _(n)~ , . . J% j. Then, we can 
determine 7r(n) by 
7r (n) = 7r(°)Q ~. (9) 
Using the fact that  7r (°) = [1, 0 , . . . ,  0], 7r (n) is given in the first row of Qn. Finally, we can obtain 
P(x;  k, n) by 
P(x; k, n) = 7c~ ). (10) 
Clearly, this approach only involves and n-order matrix multiplication, and it is more computa- 
tionally effcient than Approach 1. 
OPT IMUM q AND NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
For given k and n, it is possible to find an opt imum value q that  maximizes the expected value 
of successful slots, defined as 
It = E xP(x; k, n). (11) 
x=l  
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Table 1. Values of P(x; ; k, n) given k ---- 20 and n -- 12. 
x P(x;k,n) x P(x;k,n) 
0 3.953e--3 
1 2.469e-2 
2 8.277e-2 
3 1.684e-1 
4 2.306e-i 
5 2.227e-1 
6 1.547e-1 
7 7.737e-2 
8 2.744e-2 
9 6.680e--3 
10 1.048e-3 
11 9.430e-5 
12 3.626e-6 
= 4.492 
As an i l lus t rated example ,  Tab le  i depicts  the  numer ica l  values of  P(x;  k, n) given x -- 20, n -- 12, 
and q -- 0.05. For  the  same values of k and n w i th  the  inc rement  step of  q set to  be le -3 ,  we find 
the  opt imum q is 5 .6e-2 and the  cor respond ing  value of  # is 4.519. 
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